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INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLERAn incredible, revolutionary true story and

surprisingly simple guide to teaching your dog to talk from speech-language pathologist

Christina Hunger, who has taught her dog, Stella, to communicate using simple paw-sized

buttons associated with different words.When speech-language pathologist Christina Hunger

first came home with her puppy, Stella, it didn’t take long for her to start drawing connections

between her job and her new pet. During the day, she worked with toddlers with significant

delays in language development and used Augmentative and Alternative Communication

(AAC) devices to help them communicate. At night, she wondered: If dogs can understand

words we say to them, shouldn’t they be able to say words to us? Can dogs use AAC to

communicate with humans?Christina decided to put her theory to the test with Stella and

started using a paw-sized button programmed with her voice to say the word “outside” when

clicked, whenever she took Stella out of the house. A few years later, Stella now has a bank of

more than thirty word buttons, and uses them daily either individually or together to create near-

complete sentences.How Stella Learned to Talk is part memoir and part how-to guide. It

chronicles the journey Christina and Stella have taken together, from the day they met, to the

day Stella “spoke” her first word, and the other breakthroughs they’ve had since. It also reveals

the techniques Christina used to teach Stella, broken down into simple stages and actionable

steps any dog owner can use to start communicating with their pets.Filled with conversations

that Stella and Christina have had, as well as the attention to developmental detail that only a

speech-language pathologist could know, How Stella Learned to Talk will be the indispensable

dog book for the new decade.

“A talented speech therapist who works with children, Christina Hunger trained her puppy to

use words in a meaningful way. She was amazed that language learning in her dog was similar

to that of a young child. The results speak for themselves. A wonderful book.” -- Temple

Grandin, author of Animals in Translation“Christina Hunger presents an entertaining and

practical guide to embarking on the incredible journey of interspecies communication with her

dog. When we are open to the idea that communicating with another species is possible, and

provide a language-enriched environment, we create the space for shared language and a

deep connection. Christina has provided the key that unlocks this potential for all of us.” --

Penny Patterson, PhD, president and research director of The Gorilla Foundation and Project

Koko “Humans and dogs have been evolving together and forming an extremely unique and

special bond for thousands of years. As anyone who’s known and loved a dog will agree the

natural ability that dogs have to understand and communicate with us is truly incredible, going

much deeper than just wagging tails and happy barks when they hear the word ‘walk.’ I’m so

thrilled that Christina is using her experience as a speech and language therapist to give dogs

a way to ‘speak’ with us in a more complex, profound way.” -- Zak George, host of Zak George’s

Dog Training Revolution"[A] fascinating study of the untapped potential in human-dog

interaction.” -- Booklist“This delightful book is a joy to read. But it also has an important

message for the study of animal languages: When you think outside the box, you can come up

with amazing results. Christina’s use of augmentative and alternative communication (AAC)

with her dog Stella, employing techniques that are taught to children, has shown that a dog

has the cognitive capability to learn to use buttons as words and to formulate meaningful



sentences. She also has very practical advice on how to teach your dog to do the same. I

highly recommend this book.” -- Con Slobodchikoff, PhD, author of Chasing Doctor Dolittle:

Learning the Language of Animals“A must-read for anyone who ever wished their dog could

talk, Stella's story will lift your spirits and inspire your soul. Drawing on her expertise in

language development and augmentative communication, speech-language pathologist

Christina Hunger takes us on an incredible journey of joy, discovery, and innovation that will

forever change the relationship between dogs and their humans.” -- Shari Robertson, PhD,

CCC-SLP, 2019 president of the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association“Over a year

into the pandemic, your bookshelves may be so crowded with books that you can’t imagine

adding another. But a 3-year-old dog named Stella will have you rethinking that.” -- Chicago

Tribune"The mixture of memoir and how-to guide strikes an effective balance for this dog

mom....If you’ve been thinking about trying to use recordable buttons with your dog, then this

book will offer plenty of insights for you." -- McSquare Doodles --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorChristina Hunger is a speech-language pathologist and

the creator of the project Hunger for Words. She is known for her groundbreaking work in being

the first person to teach a dog to talk using a customized communication device and speech

therapy techniques. Hunger has a graduate degree in Speech-Language Pathology from

Northern Illinois University and has professional expertise in Augmentative and Alternative

Communication (AAC). She works with young children with significant delays in language

development as an early intervention speech therapist. She lives in San Diego with Stella and

her fiancé, Jake.Ann Marie Gideon, an Earphones Award-winning narrator, is a professional

actress based in Atlanta. She received a BFA in theater performance from the University of

Memphis and trained at the Accademia dell'Arte in Arezzo, Italy. Throughout her college

career, she gained professional experience by performing at Playhouse on the Square. Soon

after, she toured across the country with the National Players and then landed in Atlanta,

Georgia, with Georgia Shakespeare. She is now expanding her career into voice-over work,

film, and television.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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the PublisherPrologue“Bye, Stella,” I said while I ate breakfast at the dining table. “Have fun

with Jake.”My fiancé was holding Stella’s leash as he waited by the front door. They left

together every morning to play at the beach or park while I got ready for work.“Ready, Stella?”

Jake asked.Stella paused in the kitchen. She turned to look at the door, then she locked eyes

with me. I wondered what she was thinking. Normally, she hurries out the door in the

morning.Stella approached her communication board on the floor. It was two feet by four feet,

filled with colorful buttons, each programmed with a prerecorded word. She pressed four

different buttons in a row.“Christina come play love you,” Stella said. She hopped off her board

and stared at me again.Jake laughed, and I couldn’t help but smile. “You want me to come play,

Stella?”She wagged her tail.I threw on shoes and a coat, then grabbed the leash from Jake.My

dog just invited me to come play with her. How special is that?Chapter 1Presume

CompetenceAs I sat on a six-foot-wide swing resembling a giant padded block, I held my

breath in anticipation. Oliver, my speech therapy client, was sitting with me holding his tablet-

sized communication device. Oliver rarely initiated using his talker without my help. But today

he grabbed it as soon as we met. What did he want to tell me?Even though Oliver was only

nine years old, he was almost as tall as me, his twenty-four-year-old speech-language

pathologist. His basketball shorts and T-shirt made him look like any typical nine-year-old boy.

But the braces on his legs, noise-reducing headphones covering his ears, and communication

device strapped over his shoulder indicated that something was different. Oliver had autism

spectrum disorder. He had been coming to this pediatric clinic in Omaha, Nebraska, for

physical therapy, occupational therapy, and speech therapy for years.Oliver squinted, his finger

hovering over the screen. I focused on what Oliver was about to say, blocking out the noise of

children swinging, climbing the rock wall, and riding on scooters around us in the

gym.Possibilities ran through my head. Maybe he would say one of the words we had been

practicing on the swing for the past couple of weeks. Since Oliver learned best while he was in

motion, we spent much of our sessions practicing words such as go, stop, fast, and slow while

swinging. I loved modeling the word fast on Oliver’s device and pushing him as high as I could.

Oliver would squeal and throw his head back in laughter, savoring every second of the

increased speed. It was impossible for anyone to watch him without smiling. His pure joy lit up

the entire room.Oliver tapped one of the sixty icons on his tablet, which opened a new page of

word choices. He traced the brightly colored rows with his index finger before pausing over a

single square. When Oliver pressed it, the synthesized voice said, “rice.”“Rice?” I paused.

Oliver and I were in the middle of a gym, not a kitchen. “Rice” was about the last thing I

expected him to say. “Eat rice at lunch?” I asked. After I said each word, I pushed the

corresponding button on his tablet. The best way for Oliver to learn how to use his talker was to



see other people using it as well.Oliver grunted and kicked his legs in frustration. That was not

what he was trying to say.I glanced at my watch, 4:35. “Maybe you want rice for dinner after

therapy,” I said. “Want eat rice?”Oliver swatted my hand away, then repeated himself, “Rice

rice.”Oliver said “rice” in our session last week, too, but I did not really think anything of it. Since

there was no rice around, I chalked it up to Oliver exploring new vocabulary. He had only had

this communication device for a few months, and it can take a while before kids start using

words intentionally on their own. They need time to explore words and to see and hear their

communication system in use before they can be expected to talk with it. It’s like how babies

need to hear people using language for a whole year before they start saying words on their

own. Now that I knew Oliver saying “rice” was not an isolated occurrence, I modeled everything

I could think of that was related to rice. I used Oliver’s device to try a variety of phrases.Was

Oliver trying to tell me he was hungry and wanted to eat rice? Was he trying to say he liked

rice? What if he hates rice and was trying to tell me it is bad? I modeled “rice good,” “rice bad,”

“like eat rice,” “all done eat rice,” “Oliver eat rice,” “school eat rice,” everything I could possibly

think of. Each time I tried a new phrase, I paused to assess his reaction. Oliver understood

much more than he could say; his receptive language skills were significantly greater than his

expressive language skills. If I said the right phrase he was trying to communicate, he would

get excited. It reminded me of how I felt when trying to say a word in French years after I

learned it in high school. If I read the word or heard someone say it, I would know what it

meant. But it was so much harder for me to come up with the word on my own. That’s because

my French receptive language skills were much higher than my French expressive language

skills.Oliver ripped his headphones off and threw them to the ground. He rattled the swing,

knocking my clipboard off it while grunting.“It’s okay, it’s okay. We’re okay. You sound mad,

Oliver,” I said. I held the device in front of him and modeled, “mad.” I needed to redirect him

before things got worse. The fastest way to do that was to start swinging. No matter what was

going on, Oliver always loved to swing. This is true for a lot of children with autism. The rocking

motion helped regulate his sensory system. Within a minute of using all my body weight to

propel Oliver as high as possible, he returned to his giggly self. I fixed the situation for now so

we could salvage our session but did not truly solve the problem. Why is Oliver saying “rice”?

And why is Oliver getting so mad when I try talking about rice?Oliver was one of the many

children on my caseload learning how to use a communication device to talk. Communication

devices are a form of augmentative and alternative communication (AAC). AAC is a fantastic

tool that gives people with severe speech delays or disorders the ability to say words through

another medium. Occasionally Oliver verbally repeated single words he heard in a video or

from whoever around him was speaking, but at nine years old, that was the extent of his verbal

speech abilities. Many people mistakenly believe that verbal speech skills represent a person’s

intelligence or language abilities. One of my favorite things about being a speech-language

pathologist is shattering this misconception. I love introducing AAC to children who had been

misunderstood for years and watching great transformations unfold.In graduate school, one of

my clients had been using an AAC device for a couple of years. She primarily communicated in

two-word phrases until the day she felt the sleeve of a fuzzy sweater I had not worn there

before. She looked at me and said, “New purple sweater like.” I had no idea that she knew how

to say the word sweater or had been paying attention to my wardrobe this whole time.At the

clinic, I recently increased another one of my clients’ number of visible words on his device

from about twenty to the full capacity of two thousand words. On the same day that I made the

change, the child said “down stairs down stairs green block” then bolted to the door. He pulled

as hard as he could on the doorknob but did not have the dexterity to turn it. If he had not said



what he wanted, I would not have opened the door. I would have assumed he was trying to

escape from the session. In the therapy area downstairs, he walked straight to the game

cabinet and pulled out a cardboard box from the middle of the shelf, not even fazed by all the

games he knocked down in the process. He flipped open the lid and picked out all the green

magnetic shapes, then started stacking them in different ways. Before today, down would have

been the only word of that phrase he could have said. How long had he been wanting to tell me

the exact game he wanted to play? How long had he been pulling on doorknobs trying to lead

me to what he wanted, not to try running away? I could not wait to share this great

breakthrough with his mom at the end of the session.Some parents, and even some

professionals, assume that kids with significant disabilities know very little or are too difficult to

teach. In my experience, many professionals just didn’t know how to give them the opportunity

to learn and discover their potential or didn’t stick something out long enough to give it a real

chance. For all children, belief in their potential makes a huge difference in their learning. But

for kids using AAC, belief in potential is everything. If the therapist or parent does not truly

believe in the child’s potential, they physically limit what is possible for the child to say by only

giving them a few options. When professionals set the bar low with AAC, the child will be

stuck.This is what happened with Oliver before I took over his case. His communication device

was programmed to only say about eight or ten different sentences. He could push one icon

that said, “I want more swing” or push another that said, “I need to go to the bathroom.” The

therapist before me thought that was all he could handle. For entire thirty-minute-long therapy

sessions, Oliver would say “I want more swing” repeatedly. I could not blame him, though; he

did not really have any other options. He could not say anything else about the swing or talk

about any other activities he might participate in throughout his typical day. Oliver did the best

he could with what he had.After getting to know him more and gaining my own confidence, I

set up a conference with his mom to show her how Oliver’s device could be programmed to

have over two thousand words for him to learn to say instead of the same old ten sentences.

This was actually the language program’s default setting, how it was supposed to be used. His

prior therapist went out of her way to remove all the words and replace them with sentences

she created. With access to so many words, Oliver could eventually create millions of different

sentences, like we all have the privilege to do. But this was only months into my first year as a

speech-language pathologist. I had never made such drastic changes to a child’s

communication system or scrapped a more experienced speech therapist’s treatment plan to

create my own. In graduate school, we learned how to set up AAC devices and make solid

treatment plans from the start. Fixing ineffective plans was a new territory.I prepared for the

meeting, looking over my notes, pulling together articles on the importance of single-word-

based AAC systems instead of preprogrammed sentences, communicating for functions other

than requesting, and teaching words that could be used in a variety of contexts rather than

focusing only on saying nouns. I hoped his mom could not sense how nervous I was. It was

important for her to believe me. Oliver could be learning so much more than anyone had given

him the chance to say.“He’s done such a great job with what he has,” I said to her as we sat

together in a small conference room. “He needs more words, though. I know it will be a

transition, but Oliver can learn to say so much more than what he has available to him right

now.” I showed her the AAC articles as I spoke. “This system will set him up for a lifetime of

communication opportunities and allow him to grow,” I said. “Think about when your daughter

was learning to talk. She babbled first, then said words, then started putting words together,

and eventually formed her own sentences, right?”When she looked up at me, I saw a hesitant

mother who had been let down by the years of therapy that did not work for her son. This could



not have been easy for her. Oliver already had several speech therapists before me, who each

had their own visions for his communication progress. It must have been confusing and

exhausting to hear so many different professional opinions and have to figure out which made

the most sense for her son. “Yes,” she said.“Oliver needs to go through those stages of

language development, too, just in a different way.”“I get it. This looks awesome,” she said,

tapping the pages. “I’m just . . . I’m just nervous. Oliver has been using his device for a while

now and his school knows how to use it. We’re all used to it.”I nodded. “We can definitely save

this language set in case we ever want to go back. And I’ll reach out to his speech therapist at

school so we can all be on the same page about targeting the same types of words and

concepts. She can let me know what’s important at school, and I can let her know what we’re

working on here. I think it will be worth it.”She asked some other questions, then gave me the

green light to move ahead. I was thrilled with the idea that Oliver’s world would open up to him,

not to mention honored his mom placed her trust in me. In that moment, I committed myself to

not only helping Oliver be the best communicator he could be, but also to not letting her down. I

adjusted the settings on the device and marveled at all the new words we could use in our

sessions.Oliver progressed through stages of learning as I expected he would. First, he spent

time “babbling” on his device by pushing random buttons and observing what would happen.

He played with his words just like babies play with sounds as they are learning to talk. Then,

Oliver quickly started reusing words he already knew such as more, swing, and go in

appropriate situations. Now, Oliver was starting to say new words like turn when he wanted me

to spin the swing round and round, or stop when he wanted to be finished with an activity. This

was the first time in his life that Oliver could tell someone to stop by saying a word instead of by

screaming, kicking, or scratching. Oliver was not an aggressive child. He was only doing what

he could to convey his message. Oliver’s other therapists, his mom, and I were all starting to

see that Oliver had all these opinions that he had no way to express. I thought Oliver was really

getting the hang of the new device setup.Until today and “rice,” everything he said was making

sense. I dropped Oliver off at his physical therapist’s desk, where I shared which words we

targeted today. His physical therapist, occupational therapist, and I all tried to incorporate one

another’s goals whenever possible. I popped into the waiting room to talk with his mom.

Debriefing at the end of each appointment was crucial in putting the pieces of Oliver’s

communication together. After one session, for example, Oliver’s mom’s eyes grew when I

casually mentioned that he said “dentist” when we were playing a game. She explained that

Oliver left school early that day to go to the dentist. Learning that was huge for me. Without this

context, I would have completely missed that he was trying to tell me about his day. Using

words to share information is an exciting language milestone. This communication function

would have been literally impossible for him to achieve with the limited sentences previously

programmed into his device. Oliver’s mom was so grateful, and we were both thrilled. Oliver

could say much more than what he wanted or needed in the moment.I crouched down next to

her in the crowded waiting room and said, “Has Oliver been saying ‘rice’ at home at all?”She

frowned. “No, not that I can remember. Why?”“He said it to me this week and last week. Today

he was getting pretty upset when I tried figuring out what he meant. Does he eat rice for lunch

or dinner?” I said.“I mean we have it sometimes, but I don’t think he has any strong feelings

toward it. He’s just . . . he’s just Oliver.” She sighed. “It could mean anything.”“I’m sure we’ll

figure it out. Let me know next week if you hear it at home at all,” I said. “Also, before I forget,

Oliver discovered the dinosaur page on his device. He was repeating dinosaur names over and

over while we were cleaning up. We ran out of time, but next week I’ll bring some dinosaur

toys.”Over the course of the next three weeks, Oliver began each session the same way. He



continued saying “rice,” and I continued saying anything I could think of that had to do with rice.

That word haunted me. I printed off pictures of rice, brought in a pretend box of rice from our

play kitchen, studied all the other food words on his device to see if the icon looked similar to

another. Maybe he was trying to say a different word, but could not find it? I checked in with his

occupational therapist and physical therapist, too. Apparently, Oliver was only saying “rice”

when he was with me, nobody else. Why? I wondered. Oliver also rejected all the different

dinosaur toys and books I brought. He displayed absolutely no interest in any of them even

though he continued repeating dinosaur names. I was completely flummoxed.During these

three weeks, Oliver became more and more upset when I responded to “rice.” He started

screaming louder, dug his fingernails into my forearm, desperate for me to understand him. He

chucked his device on the ground, and even at me several times. I moved my head just in time

for it to land on the mattress on the floor instead of hitting my face. He was doing everything in

his power to let me know he was upset. Taking deep breaths and chanting to myself in my

head, He’s acting how he’s feeling, he’s acting how he’s feeling, kept me from losing my

patience. Graduate school prepared me for many aspects of my job, but this was not one of

them. What was I doing wrong?Before this “rice” saga, Oliver and I had a great relationship. He

did not always get along well with adults, and he clearly trusted me. We connected through

little games that became inside jokes he anticipated every week. Oliver loved directing me to

say specific animal sounds. It cracked him up to hear me shout, “Cock-a-DOODLE-DOOOO”

after he said “rooster” or to hear me howl at the ceiling after he said “wolf.” If I didn’t make the

animal noise, Oliver would gently tap my arm to remind me of my role in our game. Oliver and I

got along so well because I did not try to force him to do what I wanted. Instead, I tried as best

I could to follow his interests and expand on them. It was not my job to make Oliver say certain

things at certain times. It was my job to give him the skills to talk about anything he wanted to

talk about and connect with important people in his life.Now seeing Oliver this upset during our

sessions scared me. He was a strong kid. I had no idea what would happen next if this pattern

continued. Would he hurt himself? Would he hurt me? It was heartbreaking to see this

complete shift in his behavior. I almost didn’t recognize him anymore. Our communication and

rhythm had broken down. I feared I was losing his trust more and more each week. The longer

this continued, the more difficult it would be to gain it back.The following Saturday morning, my

first client of the day was a sweet elementary-aged girl named Anna who always arrived right

on time in her pajamas. Each week, she would immediately tell me where she wanted to play

that day. Ninety percent of the time, she asked to go to the gym. If I were her age, I would also

prefer to be in a room filled with mattresses on the floor to bounce on, ten different swings, a

pillow pit to jump in, and a rock wall to climb. The open play area and sensory gym were very

popular with the kids.That morning she asked, “Can we play upstairs?” That was fine with me.

We picked out a book and a game from the shelves and went upstairs to the individual

treatment rooms. We walked down the hall, flipping on the lights as we went. We must have

been the first ones up there that morning.“In here!” Anna shouted as she opened the second

door on the right. She sighed with disappointment when she realized this room only had a child-

size table and chairs, nothing exciting. It looked much less fun than the gym.“This table will be

perfect for our book and game! I’m glad we’re up here this morning,” I said. Anna looked

skeptical. She walked around the table and found a small, clear bin on the floor.“Miss Christina,

what’s that?” she asked.“Good question! It’s a bin filled with . . . oh my gosh.” I jumped out of

my chair.“A bin what?”“A bin filled with rice,” I said.She joined me on the ground, suddenly very

curious about what we would find as I ripped the lid off. “Look, Miss Christina! Dinosaurs in

here.” She dove her hands through the rice to find the rest of the dinosaurs. “This feels nice!”



Kids with sensory differences loved running their hands through the rice. It felt calm and

soothing.I shook my head and laughed. This must have been what Oliver was trying to tell me

for the past five weeks. I had exhausted every other option. He did not want to eat rice. He did

not want to look at dinosaur books or videos. No wonder he was getting so mad when I was

not understanding. He wanted to play with the rice bin filled with toy dinosaurs.When Oliver

came back to the clinic for therapy on Tuesday, I felt like a little kid trying to keep a secret. I

even went so far as to hide the bin behind a stack of cones in the gym. I so badly wanted to

shout “I figured it out! I know you’ve been asking for the rice bin with dinosaurs this whole time”

as soon as I saw him. Instead, I waited to see if Oliver would ask for it again. I led Oliver

through the door to the sensory gym with a little more pep in my step than I typically had.

Oliver sat down on the swing as usual, tapped his device to turn the screen on, and said, right

on schedule, “rice.”“Rice! Yes! Let’s play in the rice,” I said.Oliver’s eyes followed me as I

walked across the gym to pick up the rice bin I had hidden. By the time I reached the swing,

Oliver was shrieking with joy, louder than I had ever heard him yell before. Oliver scooped the

rice and threw it in the air and dug for the dinosaurs. I did not care how messy he was being;

he deserved this celebration after he waited six weeks for me to understand him. In the thirty-

minute session, Oliver only paused his ecstatic play once. He took his hand out of the rice bin

and gently squeezed my forearm.After I talked with Oliver’s mom and other therapists about

the conclusion of the “rice” saga, I learned that months ago Oliver used to play in the rice bin

with the speech therapist who no longer worked at the clinic. That’s why he was only asking me

for it. Oliver’s mom was shocked to learn that he was not saying random words for the past six

weeks and getting mad for no reason. She looked at Oliver with a newfound pride and relief in

her eyes. She and I knew, once and for all, that switching his device setup was the right

decision. We had only caught a glimpse of Oliver’s knowledge, perseverance, and potential and

could not wait to hear what else he was trying to tell us for so long. In every session from there

on out, I opened myself up to all the possibilities of what he could know and be trying to

communicate. No words, phrases, or sentences were off-limits. I modeled everything I could for

him. Oliver went on to create his own two- and three-word phrases every day, use adjectives

like “mean” and “nice” to talk about the people in his life, “funny” after watching his favorite

videos, and even told me “speech pathologist sick” after I returned to work from being out with

the flu.My graduate school professors instilled the importance of “presuming competence”

when working with children who require AAC. Presuming competence means treating from the

fundamental understanding that everyone can learn, and everyone has something to say. It is

impossible to know a person’s communication potential before they are given the tools and

interventions they need to succeed. To everyone else, Oliver was a lost cause. He could only

push buttons with complete sentences to express a few different desires. If he did not get what

he wanted, he often screamed, kicked, and acted out. Underneath all these behaviors was a

child who was so misunderstood, someone with so much potential. He just needed a chance to

learn, the right tools, and someone to believe in him. It was impossible for me to fully grasp the

significance of presuming competence sitting in a classroom. Now, seeing what happened

when we gave Oliver a real chance to learn words and believed in him was life changing. I

looked at him, and every child on my caseload, through a lens of potential. I never made

assumptions about what any child might know, or be capable of learning. We need to give all

kids, regardless of impairments, the opportunity to learn. We need to argue for their potential,

not their limitations. I loved seeing what kids could say when given a real chance to learn. I

loved the transformative power of AAC. I craved more of it.Chapter 2Ozzie and TrumanDing

ding ding. The bell hanging from the front doorknob chimed. Ozzie, one of the two



goldendoodles that my boyfriend, Jake, and I were dog sitting, stared at us from the

doormat.Jake squatted down in front of Ozzie to scratch his white, shaggy fur. “You want to go

outside again, bud? Weren’t you just out?” Jake asked.Ozzie lifted his paw and swatted at the

bell again. He and his partner in crime, Truman, a black goldendoodle, had been trained to ring

a bell when they needed to go outside. We hung the bell on our front doorknob to stay

consistent with the setup at their house.“Ozzie really loves ringing that bell. Maybe he wants to

go for a walk,” I said. “Want to take them together?” As soon as he heard the word walk,

Truman hopped off the couch to join Jake and Ozzie near the door.“That looks like a yes to

me,” Jake said. “Let’s get your leashes on.”Omaha was beginning to break out of winter for the

year. Mud piles from melted snow lined the edges of the front yards in our neighborhood. Ozzie

and Truman panted with their tongues lolling out the sides of their mouths, happy to be out and

about exploring a new neighborhood.Ozzie and Truman belonged to my former speech therapy

supervisor, Mandy. When I heard that Mandy and her family were going out of town for the

weekend, I jumped at the opportunity to watch her two goofy dogs. I had dog sat them a few

months before, and got a kick out of their different personalities. Ozzie went with the flow of

what was happening and adjusted to changes pretty well. Besides ringing the bell when he

wanted to go outside, he did not really demand much else from us. He just hung around

keeping us company. Truman, however, was more energetic and anxious. He seemed a little

unsure about everything, like he could not ever fully relax.Jake was game to watch them, too.

We had been dating for the past eleven months and had just moved in together. Originally from

a small town in northern Minnesota, Jake moved to Omaha about five years ago to work as a

financial analyst for a large agricultural company. When Jake was growing up, his family lived in

the country and had a hundred-pound black lab named Kirby. Kirby spent the day outside

exploring the woods behind Jake’s house and slept in their insulated shed at night. He swam in

the pond to chase fish and fetched baseballs Jake’s family would hit deep into the forest for him

to find. Taking dogs outside to go to the bathroom and to go on walks was new for Jake.As a

child I desperately wanted a dog, but my struggles with asthma prevented that. In lieu of a real-

life furry companion, I collected countless stuffed dogs, robotic dogs, and Beanie Baby dogs

throughout my childhood. When I was in second grade, my parents surprised me with a box

turtle. I would walk Shellie in our front yard, watch her dig holes by my mom’s hostas, feed her,

give her baths, and pet her red speckled head whenever she emerged from her shell. No

matter how much I treated her like a dog and no matter how many toy dogs I collected, though,

my desire for a puppy never went away.Thankfully, when I was ten years old, I received the

official health clearance from my doctor to adopt a dog. I immediately started researching

puppies and wrote a persuasive essay to convince my parents that we should have one. I had

waited years for this possibility; I had to bring my parents on board. Shortly after my essay and

presentation, we brought home the new member of our family, a sweet, playful boxer puppy

named Wrigley.Living with a dog was magical. This little, wiggly, slobbery creature joined our

family and fit right in. Wrigley’s intelligence left all of us in awe. Wrigley learned the patterns of

when my older sisters would leave for college. As soon as she saw one of them walk a suitcase

up from the basement, she stayed right by their side until their departure. Sometimes she

would even lie in their suitcases while they packed. After they left, Wrigley always spent the

rest of that day curled up in a ball on their beds. It seemed like her ritual to acknowledge that

they would not be back for a while.Wrigley also knew that my mom was the only consistent

enforcer of the “no dogs on couches” rule. If my dad was home with us, Wrigley would freely

hop up to cuddle until she heard my mom’s car pull up. Then Wrigley fled the scene and lay on

her bed as if nothing had happened. We all laughed and cherished this secret between us. My



sisters and I loved trying to convince Wrigley to join us on the couch when my mom was

upstairs or in another room. We would encourage her by patting on the cushions. “Come on,

girl, come on up.” Wrigley looked around cautiously several times before determining it was all

clear.Wrigley always wanted to go play or sunbathe in the backyard. If we were watching TV,

she would stand right in front of it whimpering until we let her out. I bet if she had a bell to ring

when she wanted to go out like Ozzie and Truman did, we would have heard it all the time. She

became so excited for her walk every night. As soon as my mom would grab her headphones

and put her tennis shoes on, Wrigley would perk up and run to her leash hanging in the back

hall. When my mom would finally ask if she wanted to go for a walk, Wrigley shook her whole

body in excitement and whined until they left. She was so expressive and intelligent.Wrigley

had passed away a few months before we watched the goldendoodles. I had only been back to

my parents’ house in Aurora, Illinois, once or twice since she died and noticed a huge

difference. For over thirteen years I was used to Wrigley greeting me with kisses every time I

walked through the front door, snuggling next to me on my bed, and running through the house

with a toy hanging out of her mouth. I did not realize how central Wrigley’s role in our family

was until I experienced the stillness of our house when she was gone.When Jake and I and the

goldendoodles all arrived back home, the four of us hopped on the couch, ready to

relax.Truman jumped off the couch and stood in the middle of the living room. “What’s up,

Truman?” I asked. Truman cried. He sounded like a scared child. “Hm. Let’s see if you need

water,” I said. Truman followed me into the kitchen. “Nope, you have water. And we were just

outside so you shouldn’t need to go to the bathroom. And you ate all your breakfast so you

shouldn’t be hungry.”He had to be upset for a reason. What was he thinking about and trying to

express? Did he want a certain toy that we did not have here with us? Did he want to be back

home? Was he stressed?Truman kept whimpering. Are you missing your family? I wondered. I

squatted down to Truman’s level, petting his face while staring in his eyes. “What’s wrong,

buddy?” Truman and I walked back to the living room. “I don’t know what’s going on. I hope he’s

okay,” I said to Jake. I felt so bad for Truman. It is so frustrating to try communicating something

and not be understood.“Oh, he’s fine. I bet he just wants to play!” Jake leapt from the couch

and chased Truman up the stairs and back down. Before I knew it Jake, Ozzie, and Truman

were running laps around the living room, kitchen, hallway, and dining room. Every time Jake

turned a corner, the dogs slid across the hardwood floors. I stayed out of the way, enjoying the

show, but it still nagged at me. While Jake had diverted them, I still didn’t know what Truman

really wanted.The next morning, Jake and I let the dogs out in the backyard while we cooked

pancakes.“You know, this house is perfect for a dog,” I said.“What do you mean?”“We have a

nice fenced-in yard, we have a mudroom, there’s plenty of space. It’s perfect.” Before I moved in

with Jake, he lived in this house with two of his friends. I had heard all about how his friends

tried to convince Jake to adopt a dog for two years, but he wouldn’t budge. I wanted to

introduce the concept lightly to assess where he was at with the whole dog topic.“Yep! It’s

perfect for dog sitting,” he said.“Yeah . . .” I paused. “What do you think about us having our own

dog?”Jake chuckled. First his roommates and now his girlfriend. He could not escape the

question. “It’d be really fun, but there’d be a lot to consider. They take so much work and they’re

expensive, and it might be more difficult for us to travel,” he said. My heart sank. Jake noticed

my sudden change in disposition. “I know we’ll have a dog someday,” he said. “We just moved

in together, let’s give it some time.”My feelings in that moment told me how ready I was to have

a dog again. I did not at all expect to be upset by Jake’s perfectly reasonable response. I didn’t

want to argue, but I also didn’t want to end the conversation here. A few minutes later, I

changed my approach.“So, let’s just say, hypothetically speaking about someday, what kind of



dog could you see us with?” I asked.“One that’s active, but not too big. Ozzie and Truman feel

too big for this house,” he said. “But they fit perfectly with Mandy’s house.” The tall ceilings in

Mandy’s house really did suit them better.I imagined us adopting a thirty- or forty-pound, playful

dog from a shelter. There were so many dogs who needed a good home, and I wanted to help

one of them. Both of my older sisters adopted their first dogs from shelters and had great

experiences.Jake brought our pancakes into the dining room.“I have an idea. Let’s look at the

Nebraska Humane Society website to see what kinds of dogs they have,” I said.Jake laughed.

“Christina, why would we do that now if we aren’t looking for one?”“Because it’s fun. Why not

look at pictures of dogs and see what we like? There’s no harm in that.” Without giving Jake a

chance to respond, I ran upstairs to grab my laptop. Jake ate his breakfast, barely looking up at

the screen until he caught a glimpse of an image of six or seven chocolate lab puppies cuddled

together in a shopping cart.“Look how cute the puppies are. Christina, look!” Jake grabbed my

laptop and zoomed in on their faces. What was happening? Jake was supposed to be the

practical one.“Yes, they’re very cute, but there’s no way we’re getting a puppy,” I said.“What do

you mean? We’d be missing out on the best phase. Plus, how could you resist that cute little

face?” Jake zoomed in even farther.“Puppies take so much work.”Jake was only four years old

when his family had brought Kirby home. I was older when we added Wrigley to our family. I

remembered how much time it took to potty train her, how she could not be left alone for more

than a couple of hours at a time, how my dad slept by her kennel every night for a couple of

weeks, how we always had to keep an eye on her for months.“I don’t even know how we’d do

that,” I said. “Let’s keep looking at the adult dogs.” As we scrolled through the pages, Jake

continued pointing out every puppy and I continued staying focused on my mission.Later that

afternoon, Jake and I unpacked some more of my boxes upstairs. My parents were coming to

stay with us the next week, so we wanted to finish setting up the house before they arrived.

While we were working, we kept hearing ding ding ding from downstairs. I would walk down to

our living room, see Ozzie sitting next to the bell staring at me, and I would try to take him

outside. Instead of going outside, Ozzie walked back to the door and rang the bell again. After

the second or third time of this confusing game, I noticed that the water bowl was empty. “Oh,

you need water?” Ozzie licked his lips and ran to his bowl. He and Truman took turns taking

long drinks.Ringing their bell was just supposed to mean they wanted to go outside, but I

started noticing that Ozzie seemed to ring it for all his needs. I wondered if he used the bell for

everything because that was his only option. It intrigued me. I started imagining the potential for

all Ozzie and Truman might have been trying to communicate this weekend. What if they rang

the bell to let us know they were hungry or needed water or wanted to play? What if they

wanted us to pet them or to take them somewhere specific? If they only had one bell, how

could we know what else they might have wanted? But my mind quickly shifted back to the

current task at hand: fitting all my clothes into the closet.That night after Mandy picked up

Ozzie and Truman to take them home, Jake and I sat in the sunroom in silence. My dad always

talked about how once you live with a dog, you cannot go back to life without one. When you

are used to a dog’s unconditional love, playful spirit, and companionship, life seems too boring

and incomplete without one by your side. I remember feeling this way within days of our family

bringing Wrigley home. Even though I had lived ten years without a dog, I suddenly could not

imagine life without one anymore. Did I really used to walk through the door without someone

greeting me? Did I really used to play in the backyard by myself? What did we all do together

before Wrigley? Since Jake grew up with an outdoor dog, this was the first time he really

experienced a home feeling empty.“So what do we do now?” Jake asked. “It feels so weird

without them here.”“I know what we could do,” I said, smiling. “We could look at more



dogs.”Chapter 3The Chocolate-Colored PuppyThe night that Ozzie and Truman left, Jake

agreed to start looking around at dogs. I spent nearly every spare moment the next two days

scrolling through online listings of adoptable dogs in Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois, and Kansas, and

swiping through pet finder apps on my phone. Our perfect match could be anywhere. I did not

want to keep ourselves from finding him or her by restricting the distance. We stopped our

scrolling when we saw a one-year-old mutt named Colt from a shelter about an hour away. He

was well trained but still young, and he smiled in every single picture.Jake and I answered each

question on the shelter’s application with confidence and ease. It seemed like we had every

criterion necessary for potential dog owners: solid financial situations, experience with dogs

while growing up, a large fenced-in backyard, active lifestyles, plenty of space in our home, and

Mandy’s contact information to reference how we cared for Ozzie and Truman. The application

probably could have been completed in twenty minutes, but Jake and I spent over an hour

sitting on the love seat in our sunroom, savoring this vision of a life with a dog.The last

question was the only one to trip me up: “Under what circumstances would you consider

relinquishing a pet?” The only situation I could think of was if we had a baby someday and the

dog harmed him or her. But did I really need to express that? I figured it couldn’t hurt to be as

honest as possible. I jotted my response down, pushed submit, and headed up to bed. As I

drifted off to sleep, I thought, Tonight could be the start of our story of bringing our dog home. I

could not wait to hear back from the shelter and experience the rest of it.When I woke up the

next morning, I already had a response in my in-box. The adoption coordinator said everything

looked great. She needed to officially meet with the rest of the adoption committee and would

reach back out to schedule a time for us to visit over the weekend.For the rest of the week, Colt

was mentally mine. I had no doubt that we would bring him home. I called my parents to share

the exciting plans, brainstormed with Jake about where to keep his bed and dishes, and talked

about him nonstop to my friends. But on Friday night, I became nervous. The shelter still had

not reached out again to schedule our visit. Could he have already been adopted? I

wondered.When my parents arrived the next day, it was still radio silence from the shelter, even

after I reached out again. It wasn’t until Sunday morning when the four of us were putting our

coats on to leave for brunch that my phone screen lit up with a notification from Gmail. Mom,

Dad, and Jake all huddled around me. I read it out loud:Our committee members expressed

concern over the possibility of relinquishment if a child is added to the home. One of the

common reasons dogs are relinquished to shelters is that the family is unprepared to handle

the dog’s needs—training, time and attention, and socialization with the new family member.

We are unable to further consider your application, but thank you for your interest.I was

crushed. This had to be a miscommunication. I wrote the shelter back immediately, clarifying

what I meant. I would only consider relinquishment if the dog was outwardly aggressive and

dangerous to a child. I wasn’t expecting that to happen, I was just being honest.
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Twc, “A dog trainers perspective. I loved this book, and I definitely give it a solid four stars

because the book was well-written and gave me a great perspective on AAC’s and how the

mind of a speech-language pathologist works. Ms. Hunger spelled out beautifully how she goes

through processes to help young children with communication issues learn how to use

Augmentative and Alternative Communication(AAC).I also love that fact that her training

methods teaching Stella were totally positive, force-free, reward-based, and gave the dog

choice at all levels. This is the only way to teach a dog anything humanely. Old-school

punishment-based methods are no bueno.However, as a trainer, I have my criticisms. First, I

wish Ms. Hunger had studied modern reward-based training and maybe shadowed a few

trainers. What she is doing with Stella isn’t new, and dogs communicate with us all the time. My

dog, Shayna, will walk to her bowl when she wants to eat. She will put her head on my lap

when she wants to be pet. She will walk to the front door when she wants to go for a walk and

paw that back door when she wants to go to the backyard.What Ms. Hunger has done is simply

compartmentalize these signals onto the AAC, which are customizable buzzers. Admittedly, it is

brilliant.If she had talked to a trainer or shadowed one, she would have known that teaching

Stella at eight weeks how to target a buzzer, Stella’s use of the AAC’s would have been much

quicker. It took Stella many weeks to understand what the buzzer was all about. After reading

this book, I had to try this myself, and my dog Shayna who knows about targeting, learned in

about 10 minutes what the “scratches” button meant. She learned in about 2 minutes that

“Carrot” meant I would go into the fridge and give her a morsel. She also learned in about a

week that “outside” meant going for a walk.One of my biggest criticisms is on page 164, which

is why I can’t give it five stars. “Intrinsic motivation is the drive that someone has to do a

specific activity. Extrinsic motivation is the desire to do something for a reward.” The author

claims that she wasn’t giving Stella any rewards except that she allowed Stella to

communicate. But for almost all of her buzzers, Stella was getting rewarded many times with

tangible items such as her meal or a toy. And she cited a study on this page that claimed

reward-based training and teaching could actually cause “long-term damage.” This confused

and shocked me and contradicted everything I read up until this page. The study was not



named, and I feel the language is too strong. I have never seen a dog suffer long-term damage

from positive training getting tangible rewards, but I have with aversive punishment-based

training.And lastly, we don’t know whether Stella is an outlier. Granted, some people have had

success with using AAC’s with other dogs on YouTube. I am surprised Ms. Hunger wouldn’t

have attempted to do this with possibly one hundred dogs and actually do a study before

writing the book and doling out advice. My dog Shayna took to the buzzers quickly, but my

other dog has expressed no interest in the buzzers in any way. It would have been nice to know

what dogs can and can’t use AAC’s. She frequently cited Chaser, the dog that knows the

names of hundreds of toys. But Chaser is an outlier.I was also surprised all her recommended

reading was for speech pathology resources and none from any dog training resources.So as

enjoyable as this book might be, make sure you read a few books by world-renowned trainers

and behaviorists like Pat Miller, Dr. Ian Dunbar, and Patricia McConnell to round out your

understanding of how dogs learn. However, what is exciting is that Stella has expressed her

desires and even feelings, and it has great potential.”

Amber, “is a soundboard really necessary?. I bought this book solely to find out how to build a

soundboard and I wish the author had been more specific. It was treated almost like a

tossaway and I had to plow through the whole book to glean the information. A concise

description or a diagram would have been nice. This book is groundbreaking in its topic and

the respect paid her dog. Refined interspecies communication is long overdue. Temple Grandin

was the first to improve the lives of stock animals in a big way and all animals deserve and

need to be heard and treated well.This is in no way a criticism but I realized I didn’t need a

soundboard. My dog and cat know a great many words, communicate with their eyes and body

language and we do just great as is. If you can’t make a soundboard, you can still achieve

success, just in a different way. Observation and respect will always be paramount in

improving interspecies communication. This book drives that home and helps break barriers. I

applaud that.”

Amanda Thornton, “You will never look at your dog the same way again!!.
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I absolutely loved this book, I actually pretty much cried the whole way through it! I did not

realize it would trigger such a deep emotions in me! If you read it you will understand. The

connection between human and dog is so much more than what we have ever realized and this

book is absolutely groundbreaking in its discoveries that dogs are sentient beings with

emotions, feelings, opinions, and a great desire to actually talk to us and communicate with us.

You literally will never look at your dog same way again! Truly inspiring for all of us to try and

communicate with our own pets. I now know of so many people trying to do the same thing. I

myself am trying! My dog can now tell me when he wants to go for a walk, when he is hungry,

when he wants a chewie, when he wants to play, and when he needs to go out to go to the

bathroom!!!! It’s truly amazing!! I never thought it would be possible, but it’s much easier than

you think. Just follow the instructions that Christina lists out in this book and it’s easy as pie, it

took my Jax only two weeks to pick up on it. Who knew our dogs were so capable of such

communication!! Apparently you can do this with other animals as well such as cats, guinea



pigs, and horses! Wow! This is going to spark a revolution across the planet that is just the

beginning of how we communicate with our pets. Well done Christina!! Bravo! What a legacy

you have already left the world, and you have just barely gotten started!!”

Heather H, “Fantastic book from many perspectives. What a wonderful inspiring book! Christina

and Stella's story is enchanting and Christina has done a fabulous job of putting it into book

form. I've been following Christina and Stella for a couple of years, so I had very high

expectations for this book. It was everything I hoped for, the kind of book you hope will never

end, but you can't put down so it ends way too soon. I read the entire book in 2 days and have

already started reading it aloud to my husband now.If you love dogs, you'll enjoy this book. If

you're interested in language development, you'll find this book interesting and informative. If

you love dogs and are interested in dogs' abilities to communicate with humans, you'll really

love this book. Christina's writing style blends sweet stories about Stella and their lives with

information about speech and language and AAC beautifully. I leaned a lot about language

development but it never felt too technical or boring. As someone who is working on teaching

my own dogs to "speak" via AAC, I found the end of chapter "takeaways for teaching your dog"

very helpful. Christina's core values of believing in everyone's potential and presuming

competence in everyone really shone through.”

North Norfolk, “fascinating.. I’ve had a bell that Juno presses for a treat but I’ve just ordered a

set of programmable buttons. We’re on our way. Juno loves learning and is already a great

communicator so I think this is going to be a great experience for her (and me). Thank you

Christina.”

Objective Reviews, “Book!. Gave this to my friend's Doberman Pinscher, Rothko. Now he is a

fully qualified lawyer. Very impressed!”

Jane, “Just great!. Wow! Read this fantastic book!”

Dewduck, “Very Interesting!. A great walk through of Stella’s communication and Ms. Hunger’s

breakthrough in human animal communications.My mom and I have always been fascinated by

animal communication; Koko ‘s signing, Prairie Dog language etc. But Ms. Hunger layed the

groundwork for everyone to be able to speak to their own animals.”

Lisa, “An Incredible Story!. I originally read this book on my Kindle, but loved it so much, I

wanted to buy a copy to share with my mom. I came across Stella's story through the online

videos about her unique talent. This book was incredibly interesting and engaging to read. I

bought my own set of buzzers and am hoping to teach my dog to "talk" just like Stella!”

The book by Christina Hunger has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 1,659 people have provided

feedback.
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